
Artist:Â Senga NengudiVenue:Â SprÃ¼th Magers, Los AngelesDate: August 18 â€“ October 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of SprÃ¼th Magers, Los AngelesPress Release:Since the mid-1970s, Senga Nengudi has threaded together sculpture, performance, photography and poetry in works that testify to both intensely personal and
universally shared elements of the human experience. Always deeply connected to the bodyâ€” whether formally, metaphorically or through careful spatial choreographyâ€”her projects invoke ritual, narrative and
connections between cultures disparate in geography and time. Monika SprÃ¼th and Philomene Magers are honored to present Nengudiâ€™s first solo gallery exhibition in Los Angeles in over forty years, which features
the West Coast premiere of two large-scale installations, Bulemia (1988/2018) and Sandmining B (2020).The artistâ€™s ties to Los Angeles run deep: Nengudi moved to the area as young child in 1951, growing up
between Pasadena and LA and attending California State University, Los Angeles for both her undergraduate and masterâ€™s degrees. In 1974, after a few years in New York, she returned to LA where she soon
developed her celebrated sculptural series R.S.V.P. In these groundbreaking post-minimalist works, nylon stockings stretch between walls, corners and floors, weighted down at strategic points to evoke the sensuality of
limbs, breasts and vertebrae. Originally inspired by the ways in which bodies (and particularly female ones) must change and adapt over time, the sculpturesâ€™ request to RSVP, or â€œplease respond,â€• was in part
literal: in improvisational performances, dancers moved around and through the stockingsâ€™ fibrous structures, reshaping both the nylons and their bodies in the process.Nengudiâ€™s interweaving of sculpture and
performance remained at the root of her formal and conceptual explorations across various media, including in the monumental installation Bulemia (1988/2018). First presented at the Maryland Institute College of Art in
Baltimore as part of Art as a Verb: The Evolving Continuum (an influential exhibition of thirteen African American artists working in installation and performance) the work functions as â€œa kind of hideaway or utopian
place, revetted with newspaper,â€• as Nengudi explained to Spike Art Magazine in 2019. Papers from different time periods fill a tightly packed room, which closely recreates the scale and layout of the workâ€™s original
presentation. In the upper half of the installation, newspaper pages appear in rows and columns, each revealing their full context of articles, illustrations, advertisements and miscellany. Below, the papers are pinned to the
wall to create a flowing, skirt-like formation that force viewers to get close to take in their stories; and at the base, dozens of tightly packed balls of newsprint, tinged with metallic paint, concentrate Bulemiaâ€™s roiling
energy of material and information. These physical strata and fields of text and image give the impression of archaeological remnants, or of an ancient tomb flecked with gold and replete with rich, layered iconography.In
this version of a â€œutopian place,â€• news items relating to African Americans and Black subjects around the world take center stage through the artistâ€™s deliberate selections, presentations and excisions via gold
spray paint. Nengudiâ€™s foregrounding of Black narrativesâ€”which comes from both her and her mother&#8217;s collections of newspapers that they found to be worth saving over the yearsâ€”highlights positive
elements rather than negative ones: â€œI chose to pull out that which can build your confidence . . . instead of it saying, â€˜A Man Kills a Woman and Nothing is Left but a Diamond,â€™ I would black that outâ€” not cut it
out, but spray it outâ€”and then find the words within that article that were self- affirming or positiveâ€• (Oral history interview, The Smithsonian, 2013). Difficult narratives are nonetheless present among the papersâ€”the
global AIDS crisis, Hurricane Katrinaâ€” and stories of other cultures appear as well, all of which roots Nengudiâ€™s reconfigured history in reality, and thus points to a potential future in which the breadth and vitality of
African American life is attended to and celebrated.Opposite Bulemiaâ€™s concentrated intensity, the exhibition also includes Sandmining B (2020), one of the artist&#8217;s expansive sand installations. Nengudi
worked with sand already in her R.S.V.P. sculptures, whose sinuous nylons often contain pendulous bulbs of sand. She first used the material at a larger scale for the 54th Carnegie International, where her work From
One Source, Many Rivers (2004) gave form to her longtime considerations of the power of ritual and ceremony, both in art and everyday life, and its shared importance across different cultures and eras, from African
masks and regalia to the ritualized nature of Japanese daily life that Nengudi encountered while studying abroad in Tokyo in 1966â€“ 67. Sand is closely associated with healing in many traditions, including the elaborate,
colorful sand paintings of the Navajo people, whose designs are believed to absorb the illness and pain of those who sit upon them; and the practice of Rangoli in India, in which women in particular create patterns in sand
and other natural materials each morning on the threshold of their homes to repel evil forces and give strength to those who pass through them.Sandmining B extends this line of inquiry with its breast-like mounds of sand
topped with intensely saturated pigments, and metal car parts that snake through and extend upward from the tinted field. A tall piece of muffler is adorned with dozens of tightly knottedÂ nylons in shades of black, brown
and blue, picking up the material that has featured so prominently across Nengudi&#8217;s work. But where stockings in her past projects have usually evoked the female body, here the appendages are distinctly male,
with graceful fragments of hose inferring femininity as well. Splaying out from the wall behind this charged object are splashes of the same vibrant pigments that appear on the floor below, which broadcast tracesâ€”as do
the footprints visible across the sandâ€”of the installation&#8217;s making. If Sandmining B is a vehicle for healing from toxic forces, the work&#8217;s sound piece, playing every ten minutes, makes clear the ailment: the
trauma that has shaped the African American experience from its beginnings amid ultimate oppression. The text, penned by the artist&#8217;s writer-persona Lily Bea Moor, along with improvisational refrains from
Nengudi&#8217;s son and the renowned cornetist Butch Morris, offers a prayer to ancestors past and a clarion call to citizens today to act upon this moment of heightened recognition of racial injustices and inequities. As
with Bulemia, Nengudi has produced a work that is at once approachable in its modest materials, visually arresting in its form and content, and politically incisive.Senga Nengudi (*1943, Chicago) lives Colorado Springs
Colorado. Selected solo exhibitions include Denver Art Museum (forthcoming 2020), Museo de Arte de SÃ£o Paulo (2020), Lenbachhaus Munich (2019), Henry Moore Institute, Leeds (2018), USC Fisher Museum of Art,
Los Angeles (2018), Art + Practice, Los Angeles (2018), Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami (2017â€“18), Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans (2017), Henry Art Gallery, Seattle (2016) and Museum of Contemporary
Art, Denver (2014). Selected group exhibitions include 57th Venice Biennale (2017) and others at Brooklyn Museum, New York (2017), Tate Modern, London (2017), Whitney Museum, New York (2013), Contemporary
Arts Museum Houston (2012), Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2011â€“12) and Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (2007)Link: Senga Nengudi at SprÃ¼th MagersThe post Senga Nengudi at SprÃ¼th Magers
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist: assume vivid astro focus (a.v.a.f.)Venue:Â Hussenot, ParisExhibition Title:Â I want, I want (angry voices angel faces)Date: September 5 â€“ October 3, 2020Click here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Hussenot, ParisPress Release:The Franco-Brazilian duo assume vivid astro focus (avaf) formed by
Christophe Hamaide Pierson and Eli Sudbrack is best known for their complex and profuse, exuberant and joyful multimedia installations, which have been taking over galleries, museums and public spaces for the past
fifteen years. The recycling of high art and popular culture has long guided the two artists in their quest for a form rendering fluid identities in their perpetual reinventionâ€” that of the museum object (unique pieces, video
loops, digital files, performances, spatial arrangements); that of the exhibition format (in-situ, retrospectives, commercial spaces, interactions with the public); and that of the duo itself (which works sometimes
anonymously under the avaf alias, sometimes affirming the specificity of each of its two members).From this triple point of view, I want! I want! marks both an extension and a new beginning. Lately, each of the two artists
has been signing his personal exhibitions with his own name and that of avaf; the present exhibition, the work of Christophe Hamaide-Pierson, remains under the aegis of the collective from which it takes up certain codes
to better free itself from them. For example: the metamorphosis of bodies is clearly a constant preoccupation for avafâ€”in the contortionist and dismembered curves of the sculptures presented today at Hussenot Gallery,
one might recognize the arched back of their â€œBig Ladyâ€• (homocrap#1, MoCA, Los Angeles, 2005) or the open thighs on stiletto heels of their huge â€œslide-tongueâ€• (affektert veggmaleri akselererende faenksap,
National Museum of Art, Oslo, 2009); but, while the duo often had their pieces made by other hands (a carnival floats workshop in Los Angeles, a manufacturer of inflatable structures in Oslo), the sculptures in I want! I
want! are by the artistâ€™s own hand: the glossiness of industrial paint and the sleek perfection of the vectorized image are replaced, for the first time, by forms that seem to be shaped in clay or moulded in
concrete.Placed on the ground, leaning against the walls or balanced in mid-air, these sculptures are interrupted gestures cast in stone, transgender creatures in the midst of metamorphosis, on the verge of imbalance,
humanoid pieces of furniture that seem to be having fun trying to escape their condition as inert objects, but also their status as works of art. The ladder with its large outstretched hands takes up a famous image of
William Blake (I want! I want! 1793) &#8211; but what exactly does it â€œwantâ€•? To reach the moon, as in the English poetâ€™s engraving? To make the impossible possible by uttering it twice, with the stubborn
insistence of some spoiled child? If indeed the juxtaposition of objects tells a story, we can assume that the broken ladder placed not far away, as if overwhelmed by the failure of its ascent, constitutes the inevitable
second part of a tragic diptychâ€”spleen and ideal. A few yards away, a body without a trunk or head picks up a daisy; a twisted shape wraps itself around parallel bars; a dismembered table drags itself on the floor, as if
wounded to death, pointing two asymmetrical breasts towards the sky; an armchair with elephantiasis legs takes a rest; two chairs converse and light each other up. In each case, the viewer may well spot an intention or
even a desire in the figures of this anthropomorphic furniture, and notice that metaphors are here taken literallyâ€”in everyday language, after all, a bed does have a head, an armchair has arms, a chair has legs: here
they all are, disassembled and reassembled under a rough paper-clay skin.Faithful to avafâ€™s autophagous tendencies, Christophe Hamaide-Pierson â€œcannibalizesâ€• his own past and current works. The video
loop Jeanne Jeanne Jeanne thus reworks an unreleased videoclip made by the artist in 2018 for Jeanne Balibar. Men under controlÂ recycles the central element of a previous exhibition (Blanche Monnier, Confort
moderne, Poitiers, 2018), a huge printed carpet whose pattern is inspired by the fetishist imagery of the fanzine Men who get spanked by women, which, between 1990 and 1993, published the fantasy letters of inspired
spankers; in its playful relationship to socio-sexual prohibitions, the wall-to-wall carpet also frees itself from all prohibitions, tearing itself away from its platitude to intrude into a three-dimensional space, running over the
mezzanine and covering the walls, inviting us to step or lie down on it. Finally, the Peintures PeinturesÂ series transforms teeshirts (all custom-made and worn by the artist) into explicit artworks stretched on frames and
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